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ABSTRACT

New calculations were performed to investigate the combined response of the Greenland and Antarctic ice
sheets to a range of climatic warming scenarios over the next millennium. Use was made of fully dynamic 3D
thermomechanic ice sheet models, which were coupled to a two-dimensional climate model. The experiments
were initialized with simulations over the last two glacial cycles to estimate the present evolution and were
subsequently forced with temperature scenarios resulting from greenhouse emission scenarios which assume
equivalent CO2 increases of two, four, and eight times the present (1990 A.D.) value by the year 2130 A.D. and
a stabilization after that. The calculations brought to light that during the next century (short-term effect), the
background evolution trend would dominate the response of the Antarctic ice sheet but would be negligible for
the Greenland ice sheet. On that timescale, the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets would roughly balance one
another for the middle scenario (similar to the IPCC96 IS92a scenario), with respective contributions to the
worldwide sea level stand on the order of about 610 cm. On the longer term, however, both ice sheets would
contribute positively to the worldwide sea level stand and the most important effect would come from melting
on the Greenland ice sheet. Sensitivity experiments highlighted the role of ice dynamics and the height–mass-
balance feedback on the results. It was found that ice dynamics cannot be neglected for the Greenland ice sheet,
not even on a century timescale, but becomes only important for Antarctica on the longer term. The latter is
related to an increased outflow of ice into the ice shelves and to the grounding-line retreat of the west Antarctic
ice sheet, which are both found to be sensitive to basal melting below ice shelves and the effective viscosity
of the ice shelves. Stretching parameters to their limits yielded a combined maximum rate of sea level rise of
85 cm century21, of which 60 cm would originate from the Greenland ice sheet alone.

1. Introduction

There are increasingly convincing indications that the
observed global warming of between 0.38 and 0.68C
over the last 100 yr bears the signature of human influ-
ence (Santer et al. 1995, 1996). With greenhouse gas
concentrations anticipated to rise further, it is predicted
that the anthropogenic effect will lead to an additional
global climatic warming of between 18 and 3.58C by
the end of the next century, with the likelihood of a
larger warming after that date if greenhouse gas emis-
sions are not greatly reduced (Houghton et al. 1996).
Calculations with GCMs indicate that this warming
would be most pronounced in the polar latitudes, by up
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to a factor of 2–3 of the global average. A frequently
mentioned aspect of such a climatic warming are chang-
es in global sea level. On a decadal-to-century timescale,
it is generally believed that the effects of thermal ex-
pansion and glacier melting will dominate the sea level
response (e.g., Wigley 1995; de Wolde et al. 1997). On
the longer term, however, by far the largest potential
contribution is to be expected from the ice sheets of
Antarctica and Greenland, which would, if melted en-
tirely, contribute between 70 and 75 m to the worldwide
sea level stand. Although the entire melting of these ice
sheets can be ruled out to occur within the next few
centuries, even with a sustained warming of up to 108C
(Letreguilly et al. 1991; Huybrechts 1994a), it is clear
already that a few percent change in their volume would
have wide-ranging implications for mankind.

The response of the Greenland and Antarctic ice
sheets to future warming has been addressed in several
modeling studies (Oerlemans 1982; Huybrechts and
Oerlemans 1990; Huybrechts et al. 1991; Drewry and
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Morris 1992; Budd et al. 1994; Loutre 1995; Verbitsky
and Oglesby 1995; van de Wal and Oerlemans 1997).
These studies underlined the fundamentally different
climatic and glaciological settings of both ice sheets,
which is well characterized by a 108–158C temperature
difference in the annual mean. Whereas the Antarctic
ice sheet is presently surrounded by ice shelves and
located in a region where little or no surface melting
occurs, the Greenland ice sheet is situated in a region
where temperatures are high enough to cause wide-
spread summer melting. As a consequence, the Antarctic
ice sheet is generally expected to grow in a warmer
climate because the increased accumulation rates as-
sociated with a warming would dominate over increased
melting rates. Warming over the Greenland ice sheet,
on the other hand, would strongly enhance melting at
the margin and hence lead to a shrinking ice sheet. How-
ever, much would also depend on the magnitude and
duration of the warming, and on how mass-balance
changes are related to temperature and precipitation
changes.

In recent state-of-the-art assessments, it is found that
for a realistic range of warming over the next hundred
years, the Antarctic and Greenland contributions to sea
level change would largely balance each other and be
on the order of about 610 cm (IPCC second scientific
assessment; Warrick et al. 1996; de Wolde et al. 1997).
However, these estimates either ignore the dynamic re-
sponse of the ice sheets or assume that the ice sheets
are in equilibrium with the present climate. Neither of
these assumptions is probably well justified. Nor does
it indicate that both ice sheets would continue to show
a counteracting effect beyond the twenty-first century,
even when temperatures would stabilize at their 2100
A.D. values.

When discussing the role of ice dynamics, two aspects
need to be considered. First, because of the long reaction
timescales introduced by isostasy, thermomechanical
coupling, and the advection of ice with different rhe-
ological properties in the basal shear layers, it seems
unlikely that the ice sheets have adjusted completely to
their past history. Even in the absence of any present-
day climatic perturbations, the Antarctic and Greenland
ice sheets are expected to respond to past changes of
their surface boundary conditions for a long time to
come, in particular to those changes associated with the
last glacial–interglacial transition. In effect, the imbal-
ance of polar ice sheets provides the major source of
uncertainty to explain the observed mean global sea
level rise of 18 cm over the last century, only half of
which can be accounted for by the mean estimates for
thermal expansion and melting of small glaciers over
the same time interval (Warrick et al. 1996).

Second, it can be questioned whether it is really ap-
propriate to study the response of ice sheets by inte-
grating changes of the ice sheet mass balance forward
in time without compensating for changes in ice sheet
geometry (e.g., Wigley 1995; Raper et al. 1996). This

is because a changing mass balance will significantly
affect the distribution of ice thickness and surface slope.
The resulting changes in driving stress will influence
the ice flow and thus the shape of the ice sheet, and this
can in turn be expected to feed back on the mass-balance
components. In Antarctica, there is the additional effect
of changes in ice discharge from the grounded ice sheet
into the ice shelves, and the possibility of grounding-
line migration. The latter directly affects the volume of
grounded ice above floating, which is the relevant quan-
tity controlling changes of sea level. A related aspect
is the potential occurrence of unstable behavior in the
west Antarctic ice sheet, with its buttressing ice shelves
and bed so far below sea level, though the possibility
of a rapid collapse is nowadays regarded as probably
too dramatic (Warrick et al. 1996; Bentley 1997).

In this paper, we make an attempt to address these
issues and concentrate on the response of the Greenland
and Antarctic ice sheets on a multiple-century timescale
up to the year 3000. In particular the processes giving
rise to a dynamic response as compared to a static ap-
proach are analyzed in more detail. These experiments
are performed with high-resolution 3D thermomechanic
models of the entire ice sheet–ice–shelf–lithosphere sys-
tem. These are driven by climatic output generated by
a two-dimensional climate/ocean model subjected to
greenhouse emission scenarios, which assume concen-
tration stabilization at various levels by the middle of
the twenty-second century. To distinguish between the
long-term ‘‘background’’ evolution and the anthropo-
genically induced response, the experiments were ini-
tialized with output originating from ice sheet runs over
the last two glacial–interglacial cycles. Using updated
mass-balance parameterizations, refined ice-dynamic
treatments and a nonuniform forcing, these results ex-
tend previous work reported in Huybrechts and Oerle-
mans (1990), Huybrechts et al. (1991), Huybrechts
(1994b), and de Wolde et al. (1997).

2. The models

Here only a general outline of the model is given,
and more details on the various formulations are pre-
sented in the appendixes. The entire model consists of
four main components that, respectively, describe the
ice sheet system, the solid earth, the surface climate,
and the interface between the ice surface and the at-
mosphere (the mass-balance model).

Both the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheet models
solve the fully coupled thermomechanical equations for
ice flow on a high-resolution three-dimensional grid and
include basal sliding and a temperature calculation with-
in the bedrock. These models have a free interaction
between climatic input and ice thickness, and are able
to freely generate the ice sheet geometry in response to
prescribed changes of sea level, surface temperature,
and mass balance (snow accumulation minus ice abla-
tion). A major distinction between the Greenland and
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Antarctic ice sheet models is that the latter incorporates
a coupled ice shelf model. Including ice shelf dynamics
is required to enable interaction with the ocean and mi-
gration of the grounding line, which is the place sep-
arating the grounded from the floating ice domain. These
models are described in more detail in appendix A and
in Huybrechts (1990, 1996) and Huybrechts et al.
(1991).

The bedrock model describes the interaction between
changes in the ice loading and the bed elevation. A two-
layer isostasy model is employed. The time-dependent
response of the bed depression is given by the viscous
properties of the asthenosphere, which is overlaid by a
rigid elastic lithosphere that determines the ultimate
shape of the imprint. The deformation of the earth’s crust
is basically driven by the density contrast between ice
and mantle rock. More details on the way that bedrock
adjustments are treated are presented in appendix B.

The third component of the model is the mass balance,
which represents the link between the ice sheet and the
climate system (atmosphere and ocean). The mass-bal-
ance model distinguishes between the snowfall rate on
the one hand and meltwater runoff on the other hand.
Both are parameterized in terms of temperature. Lacking
a convincing alternative, the precipitation rate is based
on its present distribution and perturbed in different
climates according to sensitivities derived from ice-core
studies. This means that only the precipitation intensity
can change, and that the effects of changes in atmo-
spheric circulation and orography are not included, but
an alternative is hardly available. Present-day GCMs
are not very good in their predicted patterns of precip-
itation and precipitation change and moreover show lit-
tle resemblance among themselves. An exception seems
to be the ECHAM3 model at a T106 resolution (Ohmura
et al. 1996), but those results are only available for short
time periods because of computer limitations. The snow-
fall rate, which is the relevant parameter for the mass
balance, is in the model a fraction of the precipitation
rate depending on the surface temperature. As long as
the ice sheet does not drastically change its dimensions,
the assumption of a stationary precipitation pattern is
probably the best one can do. It at least ensures that the
present state is represented in the best possible way.

The melt-and-run-off model is based on the degree–
day method and is similar to the model described in
Reeh (1991). Although the annual melt rate depends on
the details of the energy balance at the ice sheet surface,
it is not feasible to perform a full energy balance cal-
culation for all ice sheet points at all times. Moreover,
van de Wal (1996) has shown that within the range of
uncertainty of crucial parameters, the degree–day meth-
od and the energy balance method yield very similar
results. The melt-and-runoff model further takes into
account ice and snow melt, the daily temperature cycle,
random temperature fluctuations around the daily mean,
liquid precipitation, and refreezing of meltwater (ap-
pendix C).

The mass-balance model is driven by prescribed tem-
perature changes. These arise from a coupled climate
and ocean model, which is driven by prescribed equiv-
alent CO2 concentrations as a function of time. The
climate model used for this purpose is a two-dimen-
sional energy balance model, having latitudinal and sea-
sonal resolution (Bintanja 1997). The surface air tem-
perature results from radiative fluxes at the surface and
at the top of the atmosphere, from turbulent fluxes be-
tween the atmosphere and surface, from latitudinal heat
transport, and from the calculated snow cover. It is cou-
pled to an ocean model, which consists of three zonally
averaged basins, representing the Atlantic, Pacific, and
Indian Oceans, and which are connected by a circum-
polar ocean basin, representing the Southern Ocean. The
ocean temperature field is affected by ocean heat mix-
ing, by advection by the mean flow, and by heat ex-
change at the surface. This coupled climate and ocean
model was used in one of the sets of the IPCC96 sea
level projections (Warrick et al. 1996; de Wolde et al.
1997) and is described in more detail in appendix D.
Using similar forcings, the temperature results were
compared to several coupled GCM results and found to
be in good agreement (de Wolde 1996). Resulting
changes of the ice sheet geometries are too small in
most of the experiments to have a significant influence
on the climatic input. Therefore, the feedback of ice
sheet changes on the temperature perturbations pro-
duced by the climate model are not taken into account.

3. Experimental setup

All results are obtained for a time window stretching
from 1990 to 3000, with the year 1990 taken as the
reference state to which results are compared. Instead
of defining a reference state that is in equilibrium with
present-day boundary conditions, as has been done in
previous studies, we specifically opted to deal with the
inertial effects associated with the various components
of the ice sheet–climate system. That makes it necessary
to start the calculations at an earlier time. All models
were subsequently tuned within the error limits of cru-
cial parameters to reproduce the present state of the ice
sheets close to the initial data (Table 1).

a. The present evolution of the ice sheets

Ice sheets and their underlying bedrock have the lon-
gest response timescales, which are on the order of 102

to 104 yr. Therefore, the ice sheet and bedrock models
were first initialized with calculations over the last two
glacial cycles. As initial conditions during the one-but-
last interglacial served output from a similar glacial cy-
cle run at the present time, so that in total four glacial
cycles were calculated. Such a period is more than suf-
ficient for the models to forget their start-up conditions.
It was assumed that the observed present-day bedrock
was in isostatic equilibrium with the observed present-
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TABLE 1. Modeled geometric characteristics of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets for the present time compared with the input data
(Huybrechts 1992, 1996). All data use a constant grid-cell area on a polar stereographic projection with standard parallel at 718 latitude and
have not been corrected for distortions caused by the map projection. Modeled and observed data are within 5%–10%, which is well within
the range of uncertainty on the measured values.

Area
(106 km2)

Volume
(106 km3)

Mean ice
thickness (m)

Maximum surface
elevation (m)

Greenland, glacial cycle at present
Greenland, input model data
Antarctica, glacial cycle at present
Antarctica, input model data

1.7880
1.6708

12.5920
12.6960

3.0519
2.8249

26.3719
25.0214

1706.8
1690.7
2094.3
1970.8

3256.4
3246.3
4087.1
4023.1

FIG. 1. The background evolution of the Greenland and Antarctic
ice sheets resulting from simulations over the last two glacial–inter-
glacial cycles. The past climatic forcing is taken from ice-core and
oceanic sediment records and kept constant after the year 1990.

day ice and water loading. The latter may not be entirely
the case but does not have much influence on the rate
of change for the present day, which is of main interest.
The temperature and accumulation forcings in these runs
were, respectively, derived from the Greenland Ice-core
Project ice core (Dansgaard et al. 1993) and the Vostok
ice core records (Jouzel et al. 1993). The sea level his-
tory was derived from the spectral mapping (SPEC-
MAP) group at Brown University stack (Imbrie et al.
1984). The imbalance of the ice sheet is then defined
by the thickness change at the present time. A calcu-
lation of this type provides an alternative over classic
geodetic, remote sensing, or mass-balance techniques,
which are unable to constrain the imbalance to better
than 625% (Warrick et al. 1996). The quality of such
a calculation depends on how good past climatic con-
ditions can be described and on how good the ice sheet
models deal with dynamic aspects (such as ice-temper-
ature evolution, flow law, grounding-line migration,
etc.).

The results of these simulations have been compared
against available geological and glaciological (palaeo-)
field evidence and were shown to be in reasonably good
agreement (Huybrechts 1992; van Tatenhove et al.
1995). In particular the retreat history of the ice sheet
in central west Greenland is well constrained by field
data. The retreat of the west Antarctic ice sheet, on the

other hand, cannot be unambiguously confirmed by in-
dependent field evidence and takes place in the model
between 9000 and 4000 calendar years before present.
This timing coincides with the ICE-3G chronology de-
rived from relative sea level data by Tushingham and
Peltier (1991), but other chronologies indicating an ear-
lier retreat between 12 000 and 6000 years ago have
also been proposed (e.g., Nakada and Lambeck 1988;
Denton et al. 1990)

Figure 1 displays the outcome of these simulations
in a window comprising the last 500 yr and extending
up to 500 yr after present. In these graphs, ice volume
changes were transformed into global sea level changes
by assuming a constant oceanic surface area of 3.62 3
108 km2. It turns out that the Greenland ice sheet is
near to stationary with only a small growing trend, cor-
responding to a global sea level lowering over the last
100 yr of around 0.10 cm only. This value is slightly
lower than the 0.35 cm century21 of sea level lowering
reported in Huybrechts (1994b), which is due to a slight-
ly different forcing (GRIP vs a combined temperature
record from the Dye3 and Camp Century ice cores), but
the basic result is confirmed. The Antarctic ice sheet,
on the other hand, is found to be still reacting to ground-
ing-line retreat in west Antarctica following the last gla-
cial–interglacial transition. In terms of sea level varia-
tions, the results indicate an imbalance equal to a global
sea level rise of 10.39 mm yr21 averaged over the last
100 yr. Interestingly, Antarctica alone accounts for a
significant part of the unexplained sea level rise over
the last century (Warrick et al. 1996). Up to the year
3000, the trend under constant climate forcing would
produce a global sea level rise of 17.8 cm resulting from
the Antarctic ice sheet and of only 0.49 cm due to chang-
es of the Greenland ice sheet. Nevertheless, error bands
remain substantial. This is particularly true for the Ant-
arctic ice sheet, where small phase shifts in the forcing
have a significant effect on the model outcome.

b. The temperature forcing in the future

To derive climatic scenarios for the future, the climate
model was first calibrated against the seasonal cycle of
present-day observations of surface air temperature,
ocean temperature, and snow and sea-ice cover. Then a
preindustrial model state was obtained by means of the
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FIG. 2. Radiative forcing derived for the low (2 3 CO2), middle
(4 3 CO2), and high (8 3 CO2) scenarios of this study as compared
to the IPCC96 IS92a, IS92e, and IS92c scenarios with constant aero-
sol concentrations at the 1990 level.

FIG. 3. Mean annual temperature rise predicted by the two-dimen-
sional climate and ocean model for the three scenarios tested in this
paper. Values are averaged over the entire Greenland and Antarctic
model grids. Equivalent CO2 concentrations rise until 2130 A.D. and
are kept constant after that.

FIG. 4. Global atmospheric temperature changes from the coupled
climate and ocean model at the end of the simulation in the year 3000
A.D. Temperature changes are displayed as perturbations with respect
to 1990 A.D. for the middle scenario (4 3 CO2).

historical (1765) radiative forcing value. In order to deal
with the effects originating from the thermal inertia of
the oceans, and to circumvent the so-called cold-start
problem (Hasselmann et al. 1993), model scenario cal-
culations then start from this preindustrial model state,
following the observed historical radiative forcing val-
ues (Kattenberg et al. 1996) from 1765 to 1990.

We then prescribed three different scenarios of equiv-
alent CO2 concentration increases that approximately
matched the IPCC96 constant-aerosol radiative forcing
scenarios IS92c, IS92a, and IS92e until the year 2100
(Fig. 2). This could conveniently be done by prescribing
equivalent CO2 increases of 0.5%, 1%, and 1.5% per
year, and transforming these in a radiative forcing using
a sensitivity of 5.17 W m22 (Bintanja 1997) for every
e-fold increase in CO2 concentration. These relations
were extrapolated for another 30 years until 2130 to
yield a radiative forcing of, respectively, 13.61, 17.16,
and 110.75 W m22 above the level of 1990, which is
equivalent to the effect of two, four, and eight times the
present CO2 concentration. When using the slightly dif-
ferent sensitivity value of 6.3 W m22 adopted for the
IPCC96 assessment (Kattenberg et al. 1996), these final
radiative forcings would, respectively, correspond to
608, 1068, and 1888 ppmv equivalent CO2, that is, 2.2,
3.8, and 6.8 times the preindustrial CO2 concentration
of 278 ppmv.

After the year 2130 and up to the year 3000, we opted
for concentration stabilization at the 2130 level, simply
because there are little concrete starting points to prefer
one emission reduction scenario above another. Obvi-
ously, other emission scenarios would yield a different
temperature response and hence lead to different pre-
dictions of global sea level change, but the three sce-
narios established here are believed to cover a realistic
bandwidth of temperature changes for a wide range of
possible emission scenarios (Walker and Kasting 1992;
Kim and Crowley 1994; Wigley 1995) and moreover

provide an acceptable range of boundary conditions to
investigate the dynamic response of the Antarctic and
Greenland ice sheet during the next thousand years.

The mean annual temperature evolution over both the
Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets is displayed in Fig.
3. It shows the typical transient response to a ‘‘ramp’’
forcing, exhibiting nearly linear temperature increases
up to 2130 A.D., followed by a slow warming after that
due to the delayed response of the ocean. Such behavior
is very similar to GCMs subjected to a comparable forc-
ing (e.g., Manabe and Stouffer 1993). The ensuing lat-
itudinal and seasonal temperature changes in the year
3000 for the middle scenario are presented in Fig. 4,
showing how the warming is largest near to the poles
and during the winter. That is also in agreement with
most GCM results.
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TABLE 2. Overview of model runs involving the Greenland ice sheet. All global sea level results are given with respect to 1990 A.D.

Experiment Scenario Response
Background trend

included

Global sea
level change

at 2130
A.D. (cm)

Global sea
level change

at 3000
A.D. (cm)

grpcon
grplow
grpmid
grphigh
grpdyn
grpstat
grpfix

Control
Low
Middle
High
Middle
Middle
Middle

Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Fixed geometry

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

10.1
16.8

120.3
141.1
120.2
125.6
121.2

10.5
187.5

1316.7
1578.1
1316.2
1233.6
1154.3

TABLE 3. Overview of model runs involving the Antarctic ice sheet. Here t* is the characteristic response timescale for ice shelf temperature
change used in the flow law; t 5 0 indicates that the effective ice shelf temperature instantaneously follows the surface perturbation; t 5
` indicates that the effective ice shelf temperature remains fixed throughout the experiment. S is the basal melting rate below the fringing
ice shelves. Global sea level results are given with respect to 1990 A.D. See main text for more details on the various experimental setups.

Experiment Scenario Response

Background
trend

included
t*
(yr)

S
(m yr21)

Global sea
level change

at 2130
A.D. (cm)

Global sea
level change

at 3000
A.D. (cm)

antpcon
antplow
antpmid
antphigh
antpdyn
antpstat
antpfix
antptzero
antptinf
antps1
antps3
antps5
antps10

Control
Low
Middle
High
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle

Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Fixed geometry
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

500
500
500
500
500
500
500

0
`

500
500
500
500

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
5

10

16.0
20.6
26.4

211.1
212.4
213.8
213.9
26.9

212.7
210.8
28.0
24.5
12.3

117.8
232.1
262.2
178.6
280.0

2181.8
2200.1
1117.9
2114.1
130.0

1107.1
1168.4
1176.4

4. Future ice sheet changes

To facilitate interpretation of the results, an overview
of the experiments, with a brief description of their dif-
ferences and their main result, is presented in Tables 2
and 3.

a. Projected contributions to global sea level

Figure 5 shows the projected sea level changes of
both ice sheets for the three scenarios up to the year
2100 A.D. By 2130 A.D., when greenhouse gas concen-
trations stabilize at, respectively, two (low), four (mid),
and eight times (high) their present values, the projec-
tions for Greenland range between 6.8 cm (grplow) and
41.1 cm (grphigh), with a ‘‘best’’ projection of 20.3 cm
(grpmid), whose values are almost twice as much of
those shown for 2100 A.D. in Fig. 5. The background
evolution (grpcon) during this time interval is negligible
compared to the climatic change runs, so that the as-
sumption of stationarity seems to be justified for the
Greenland ice sheet. For the Antarctic ice sheet, on the
other hand, the situation is entirely different. Here, the
response is dominated by the background trend until at
least the end of the twenty-first century. Only after that

date a growing trend, resulting in a sea level fall, be-
comes evident. Sea level contributions by the year 2130
are, respectively, 16.0 cm (background trend), and be-
tween 20.6 cm (antplow), 26.4 cm (antpmid), and
211.1 cm (antphigh) for the perturbed runs.

Interestingly, both ice sheets balance one another up
to the second half of the twenty-first century, but only
as far as their behavior relative to the background trend
is concerned. For instance, by the year 2100 in the mid-
dle scenario (identical to the IPCC IS92a scenario;
Houghton et al. 1996), the Greenland ice sheet would
contribute 110.6 cm to the global sea level stand and
the Antarctic ice sheet 28.1 cm (relative to the back-
ground trend), but in the high scenario these numbers
have already diverged to 121.2 and 211.6 cm, respec-
tively. Beyond the next century, or after taking into
account the predicted imbalance for the Antarctic ice
sheet, this approximate balance no longer holds, and the
Greenland ice sheet clearly dominates the response, in
spite of the fact that it contains about eight times less
ice than the Antarctic ice sheet. That is because changes
in Greenland’s mass balance are dominated by melting,
which has a much larger sensitivity to temperature
change than precipitation.
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FIG. 5. Short-term response of the Greenland and Antarctic ice
sheets to climatic warming up to the year 2100 A.D. Ice volume
changes were transformed into global sea level changes assuming an
ice density of 910 kg m23 and a constant oceanic surface area of 3.62
3 108 km2, or 71% of the earth’s surface. Bold text refers to Green-
land, italic text to Antarctica.

FIG. 7. Longer-term response of the Antarctic ice sheet to three
climatic warming scenarios (low, 2 3 CO2; mid, 4 3 CO2; high, 8
3 CO2) up to the year 3000 A.D. expressed in equivalent changes of
global sea level. In these experiments, the background evolution
(antpcon) is retained as a contribution.

FIG. 8. Change of the grounded ice area of the Antarctic ice sheet
for the experiments shown in Fig. 7. Details of the experimental setup
are listed in Table 3. Except for the high scenario, grounding-line
migration is very limited.

FIG. 6. Longer-term response of the Greenland ice sheet to three
climatic warming scenarios (low, 2 3 CO2; mid, 4 3 CO2; high, 8
3 CO2) up to the year 3000 A.D. expressed in equivalent changes of
global sea level. In these experiments, the background evolution
(grpcon) is retained as a contribution.

Although the predicted warming approximately sta-
bilizes after the middle of the twenty-second century,
that is not at all the case for the ice sheet’s response,
which continues to react to the imposed climatic change.
For the Greenland ice sheet (Fig. 6), this occurs at an
almost constant rate of between 9 cm century21 (grplow)
to up to 60 cm century21 (grphigh) of global sea level
equivalent. In the latter case, the Greenland ice sheet
has lost about three-quarters of its volume and has
shrunk to 30% of its present-day area.

The behavior of the Antarctic ice sheet is much more
complicated (Fig. 7). For temperature rises below about
68C (low and middle scenarios), the ice sheet displays
a small but continuous growing trend that produces a
global sea level fall of between 30 and 50 cm by the
end of the next millennium, that is, an order of mag-
nitude smaller than the response of the Greenland ice
sheet, but of opposite sign. The response to the high

scenario, on the other hand, at first displays a growing
ice sheet, but this is reversed after the year 2400. As
shown in Fig. 8, this reversing trend is due to the onset
of significant grounding-line migration, which is only
minimal in the middle and low scenarios. The corre-
sponding loss of grounded ice by the year 3000 in the
high scenario involves a surface area of about 3.25 3
105 km2, or about 2.5% of the total grounded area of
the present ice sheet. A further analysis indicates that
this grounding-line retreat is due both to increased sur-
face melting in the marginal zone and to the effect of
a warming ice shelf. The latter causes the ice shelf to
deform more easily, which leads to larger flow velocities
and a thinning. Grounding-line retreat follows when the
thinning propagates across the grounding line and hy-
drostatic equilibrium needs to be restored.

A comparison of these results (Huybrechts and Oer-
lemans 1990; Huybrechts et al. 1991) with older ver-
sions of the mass-balance and ice sheet models display
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FIG. 9. Ratio of mean ablation to mean accumulation over the
Greenland ice sheet (a) and the Antarctic ice sheet (b) for the various
warming scenarios discussed in the paper (low, 2 3 CO2; mid, 4 3
CO2; high, 8 3 CO2).

some differences, especially for the high scenario. On
the one hand, the Greenland ice sheet melts more quick-
ly. That can be explained by the higher sensitivity of
the mass-balance treatment adopted in this paper for
warmer climates. A distinction is made here between
rainfall and snowfall, and the formation of superim-
posed ice now depends on temperature. For mean
monthly temperatures above 128C, more than half of
the precipitation is now modeled to occur as rainfall,
which will increasingly run off as the parameterization
does not allow for the production of superimposed ice
for mean annual temperatures above the freezing point.
An important change in the Antarctic ice sheet model,
on the other hand, concerns the treatment of the effective
viscosity of the ice shelf, which depends on the tem-
perature of the ice. In the 1990 paper, viscosity changes
immediately followed surface temperature. In this work,
a characteristic time lag of t* 5 500 yr was introduced
(cf. appendix A), which makes the ice shelf thin less
rapidly and leads to less grounding-line retreat.

b. The importance of surface melting

The role of surface melting in the evolution of both
ice sheets is demonstrated in Fig. 9, showing the ratio
of mean ablation rate relative to the mean accumulation
rate. A ratio of 100 means that the amount of snowfall
that accumulates on the ice sheet’s surface runs off at
the margin. Such an ice sheet can only exist in steady
state provided there is no calving. For a ratio higher
than 100, the ice sheet must shrink until the balance
between accumulation on the one hand and runoff and
calving on the other hand can be restored, for instance,
by modification of its height–elevation distribution. For
a ratio less than 100, the stability of the ice sheet will
depend on the amount of calving. As shown in Fig. 9a
(Greenland ice sheet), there is at present a roughly 50%–
50% ratio between runoff and calving (assuming a bal-
anced mass budget, which the background evolution
suggests). Only in the low scenario does the ice sheet
tend to a new stationary state, involving a smaller ice
sheet with a higher height-to-width ratio. In the middle
and high scenarios, however, melting is far too strong
to be countered by increased accumulation and the
Greenland ice sheet is irreversibly melting down on a
timescale on the order of a few thousand years. The
upper curve (grphigh) shows how the height–mass-bal-
ance feedback becomes active after 2300 A.D. That is
because a melting ice sheet produces lower surface el-
evations, which in turn enhances the melting.

On Antarctica (Fig. 9b), surface runoff is insignificant
(,5%) for the low and middle scenarios. As these sce-
narios involve little grounding-line migration (Fig. 8),
the bulk of the response must be due to the effect of
the increased accumulation rates as superimposed on
the background trend. Runoff becomes more significant
in the high scenario, however. As the melting is confined

to the low-lying coastal areas, this also leads to some
grounding-line migration.

The fundamental difference between the behavior of
the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets is due to how
surface mass balance varies with temperature. On the
Antarctic ice sheet, the increase in accumulation rates
is able to outweigh the increase in runoff for temperature
rises below about 58C (Huybrechts and Oerlemans
1990), which in absolute terms then represents less than
10% of the total accumulation. Runoff balances accu-
mulation only for temperatures more than 118C above
present levels. The Greenland ice sheet, on the other
hand, today already experiences important summer
melting. Here, runoff would exceed accumulation for a
temperature rise of only 2.78C (Huybrechts et al. 1991).

5. The role of ice dynamics

To better investigate the role of ice dynamics in the
ice sheet’s response, three different experimental setups
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FIG. 10. Evolution of key variables in a series of experiments testing the role of ice dynamics. Shown are (a), (b) ice volume and (c), (d)
surface area, (a), (c) both on the short term until 2130 A.D.; and (b), (d) as up to the end of the next millennium. Details of the experiments
are given in Table 2 and in the text (grpdyn, dynamic response; grpstat, static response; grpfix, fixed-geometry response).

are defined. A distinction is made between a static, a
dynamic, and a fixed-geometry response.

The dynamic response is the one discussed so far in
which there is a full coupling between the climatic per-
turbation, the mass balance, the ice thickness, and the
stress distribution. The ice flow is in this case allowed
to react to changes in the specific balance, the bedrock
response, and the driving stress (ice thickness and sur-
face slope).

In the static response, changes in ice flow and bedrock
response are excluded. In effect, the local flux diver-
gence (flow pattern), and for Antarctica also the ground-
ing line, are kept constant, but changes in ice thickness
can still feed back on the mass balance.

For the fixed-geometry response, the ice sheet ge-
ometry is kept entirely constant, and only perturbations
with respect to the present mass balance are integrated
forward in time. In this case, the additional warming
resulting from a lowering of the surface in the ablation
zone is thus excluded.

The maximum amount of ice that can melt away is
limited by the available ice thickness in all three cases.
Comparing the dynamic with the static run isolates the
role of ice dynamics proper, while a comparison between
the static and fixed-geometry runs provides information
on the strength of the elevation–mass balance feedback.

All runs (dynamic, static, fixed geometry) are consid-
ered relative to the background evolution resulting from
past changes in boundary conditions.

a. The Greenland ice sheet

Results for the Greenland ice sheet are displayed in
Fig. 10. These are for the middle warming scenario (4
3 CO2), but the behavior is qualitatively similar for the
other scenarios. Clearly, the various experimental setups
lead to large differences. After a 1000-yr integration
(Figs. 10b, d), there is a factor of 2 difference in the
change of ice volume depending on how the ice sheet
is allowed to interact with a changing surface mass bal-
ance. The inclusion of ice dynamics at first leads to a
counteracting effect that makes the ice sheet shrink less
rapidly. As shown in Figs. 10a and 10c, this is evident
already from the beginning of the integration. Compared
with the static run, the change of ice volume is reduced
by 10% at 2015 A.D., by 20% at 2050, and by 24% at
the year 2100, when it reaches a maximum. This coun-
teracting effect can be explained by a dynamic thick-
ening of the ablation area.

Two mechanisms appear to be responsible for the
dynamic effect: the first is that surface slopes at the
margin are steepened in response to increased balance
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gradients. These can only be matched by larger ice flux-
es across the equilibrium line and thus induce an in-
creased transfer of ice mass into the melting zone, which
leads to a thickening. The second mechanism involves
a lower calving flux, as the velocity near to the margin,
which depends on ice thickness to the fourth power
(shear stress), is reduced because of the thinning and
thus leads to less outflow of ice toward the ocean. Both
mechanisms thus cause a higher surface level of the
ablation zone, and consequently to less melting than
would be the case when ice dynamics was not included.

After the twenty-first century, the counteracting effect
introduced by ice dynamics gradually weakens and even
changes sign after the year 2500 A.D. An explanation
can be found by closer inspection of the evolution
curves for surface area (Figs. 10c, d). Unlike the curves
for ice volume, the curves for surface area do not show
a dynamic effect that becomes stronger than the static
effect after the year 2500 A.D. In Figs. 10c, d, the ice
sheet domain in the static case is seen to shrink con-
sistently more rapidly than the dynamic case by between
20% and 30% all along the integration. The mean thick-
ness of the ice sheet is given by total volume divided
by total surface area. It appears that the reversal of the
counteracting effect in the volume response is coinci-
dent with a break in the evolution of mean ice thickness,
which is found to increase until the year 2500 in line
with a steepening of the surface slopes, but decreases
quickly after that date. This suggests that ice dynamics
causes a thinning of the central areas of the ice sheet
after several centuries, which increasingly makes the ice
sheet more vulnerable to the imposed warming.

Comparing the static run (grpstat) with the fixed-ge-
ometry run (grpfix), on the other hand, brings to light
the equally important role played by the height–mass-
balance feedback. This feedback arises because a low-
ering surface in the ablation zone creates a warmer sur-
face climate and thus more melting. This is a positive
feedback and is found to significantly speed up the wast-
age of the ice sheet and thus competes with the dynamic
effect as described above. From Fig. 10, it can be seen
that both effects roughly balance each other until the
middle of the twenty-third century, but that after that
date, the height–mass-balance effect must either become
stronger and/or the counteracting effect introduced by
ice dynamics must become weaker.

Apparently, neither ice dynamics nor the height–
mass-balance feedback can be ignored when investi-
gating the response of the Greenland ice sheet to future
warming, and this not even on a century timescale.

Snapshots of the resulting ice sheet topographies in
several runs are presented in Fig. 11. These show that
margin retreat occurs most readily in the dry north and
northeastern parts of the Greenland ice sheet and is fol-
lowed later at the western side of the ice sheet. One of
the implications is that in a warming climate calving in
those parts must cease quickly and that ice wastage is
taken over by meltwater runoff only. According to the

simulations, calving glaciers are likely to survive the
longest in the southeastern part of the Greenland ice
sheet, where climatic conditions are at their wettest and
equilibrium lines at their lowest. There, the ice sheet
continues to extend down to sea level, even in the high
scenario at the year 3000. One of the weakest points of
the Greenland ice sheet then appears to be the saddle
connecting the southern dome with the main ice sheet
and that is also the place where the ice sheet separates
into two smaller ice masses. The elevation of the central
dome, on the other hand, is not much affected by mar-
ginal retreat and moreover does not seem to migrate
much during decay of the Greenland ice sheet.

b. The Antarctic ice sheet

Because of its different climatological and glaciolog-
ical setting, a parallel study on the Antarctic ice sheet
provides an interesting contrast with the mechanisms
described above. On the Antarctic ice sheet, surface
melting is of minor importance and changes in the ice
sheet configuration are primarily caused by grounding-
line movements resulting from ice sheet–ice shelf in-
teractions.

1) THE EFFECT OF ICE DYNAMICS IN THE

STANDARD RUN

As shown in Fig. 12a, the incorporation of ice dy-
namics produces a clear counteracting effect, which pro-
gressively becomes stronger in time, causing the Ant-
arctic ice sheet to contribute 6.3% less to the global sea
level lowering by the year 2100 than would result from
the direct mass-balance effect alone (static effect). This
figure gradually rises to 30.8% by 2500 A.D. and to 56%
at the end of the integration (3000 A.D.). As can be seen
in Fig. 12b, this dynamic effect cannot be due to ground-
ing-line migration, because there is hardly any change
in the grounded ice sheet area (the total range involves
only 18 gridpoints or 0.2% of the total area). Moreover,
if anything, there is a seaward migration of the ground-
ing line (mainly in the Ross and Ronne-Filchner ice
shelves in response to the local thickening of some tens
of meters), and this would produce an effect of opposite
sign. Nor is there any significant runoff (Fig. 9b). A
careful analysis revealed that the dynamic effect (after
correcting for the background trend) causes the growth
of grounded ice volume to slow down mainly because
of an increase of the ice flux across the grounding line,
which thus, in part, counteracts the thickening effect
due to the increased accumulation rates. This increase
of the flux across the grounding line is a result of both
the local thickening at low elevations near to the ground-
ing line, producing higher-shear stresses, and of an in-
creased ice-mass discharge on the ice shelves that pulls
the ice out of the grounded ice sheet and is effective a
few grid points inland. This behavior reflects the com-
parably short response timescales near to the grounding
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FIG. 11. Snapshots of Greenland surface elevation for the experiments and times indicated in
the lower-right corner and further detailed in Table 2 and the main text. The ice sheet margin is
easily distinguished by its high surface slope. Contour interval is 250 m.

line and in the ice shelf as compared to the bulk of the
grounded ice sheet.

Comparing the static run (antpstat) with the fixed-
geometry (antpfix) run in Fig. 12a brings to light that
the height–mass-balance feedback is only of minor im-
portance. This feedback reduces the growth of the ice
sheet somewhat, basically because a thickening over the
plateau leads to a lower mass balance. Nevertheless, the
effect is very small and amounts to only 0.6% by the
year 2100, 4.9% at 2500 A.D., and 9.1% at the end of
the integration (3000A.D.) That is because of the very
low accumulation rates and the absence of significant
melting.

Also here, it appears that changes on the Antarctic
ice sheet cannot be properly studied without taking into
account ice dynamics, but in contrast to the Greenland
ice sheet, the dynamic effect can be neglected on a
century timescale and the height–mass-balance effect
hardly plays a role.

2) THE EFFECT OF ICE SHELF TEMPERATURE

With most of the dynamic effect originating in the
ice shelves, it is appropriate to concentrate in more detail
on factors controlling its behavior, which were so far
excluded from the analysis. A first factor concerns the
treatment of the ice shelf temperature, which controls
its effective viscosity. Warmer ice causes the ice shelf
to deform more rapidly, leading to larger strain rates
and a thinning. Transmission of these features across
the grounding line will force the outflow from the
grounded ice sheet to increase (because of larger shear
stresses and longitudinal stress gradients) and will even-
tually lead to grounding-line retreat. In the standard run
(antpdyn), it was assumed that the ‘‘effective’’ defor-
mation temperature of the ice shelf follows changes in
the surface temperature with a characteristic time lag of
500 yr.

The effect of either excluding ice shelf warming
(antptinf, t* 5 `) or of an ice shelf that reacts instan-
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FIG. 12. Evolution of Antarctic ice volume (a) and grounded ice
sheet area (b) in a series of experiments testing the role of ice dy-
namics. To enable a better comparison, all results are shown relative
to the background trend (antpdyn, dynamic response; antpstat, static
response; antpfix, fixed-geometry response).

FIG. 13. Evolution of Antarctic ice volume (a) and grounded ice
sheet area (b) in a series of experiments testing the effect of ice shelf
temperature on grounding-line migration (antptinf, the effective ice
shelf deformation temperature is fixed throughout the experiment;
antptzero, the ice shelf temperature follows the surface perturbation
instantaneously; antpdyn, the characteristic timescale for ice shelf
temperature change is 500 yr).

taneously to the applied surface warming (antptzero, t*
5 0) is shown in Fig. 13. It turns out that on the time-
scale considered in this paper (1000 yr), there is not so
much difference between the runs with t* 5 ` and t*
5 500 yr, but the assumption of an instantaneous warm-
ing of the shelf (t* 5 0) is found to lead to substantial
grounding-line retreat. The ensuing reduction of ice vol-
ume (Fig. 13a) would in that case cause a global sea
level rise of 1.35 m by the year 3000, which more than
offsets the ice sheet growth resulting from the increased
accumulation rates. The effect is evident right from the
beginning of the integration. In the t* 5 0 run, ground-
ing-line retreat compensates the growing trend due to
the rising accumulation rates by 29% at 2050 A.D., by
41% at 2100 A.D., and becomes dominant after the year
2275 A.D. At that time, grounding-line retreat causes
the Antarctic ice sheet to contribute positively to the
global sea level stand. Clearly, the viscosity of the ice
shelf constitutes a major control on grounding-line
movements.

3) THE EFFECT OF BASAL MELTING BELOW THE

ICE SHELVES

In all of the experiments discussed so far, basal melt-
ing beneath ice shelves was excluded from the forcing.

This is simply because it is not well known how the
oceanic circulation and heat exchange beneath ice
shelves will react to a climatic warming and higher
ocean temperatures. Factors such as summer ocean
warming, length of the period with open water, ther-
mohaline properties of the source water and the water
circulation below the ice shelf are all expected to play
a role, but a clear relation between temperature change
and basal melting rates has not been established. Recent
studies indicate that basal melt rates of up to 10 m yr21

are well possible (Determann et al. 1991; Jacobs et al.
1996), though evidence has also been found for large
areas of basal accretion below the Filchner-Ronne ice
shelf (Oerter et al. 1992). Large melt rates thin the ice
shelves, also near the grounding line, which should in-
duce grounding-line retreat when transmitted to the
grounded ice sheet. This transmission occurs in the mod-
el in two ways: steeper gradients across the grounding
zone cause larger driving stresses, and higher deviatoric
stress gradients across the grounding line contribute to
the softening of the ice (Huybrechts 1990).

The effects of applying melt rates of between 1 and
10 m yr21 are summarized in Fig. 14. These melt rates
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FIG. 14. Evolution of Antarctic ice volume (a) and grounded ice
sheet area (b) in a series of experiments testing the effect of basal
melting below the ice shelves. Here S is the basal melting rate in m
yr21.

were not applied stepwise but were proportional to the
mean annual temperature rise over Antarctica between
1990 and 2130 (Fig. 3). As can be judged from Fig. 14,
melting below ice shelves is another very effective way
to induce grounding-line retreat, which by the year 3000
eventually involves an area of between 2.2% (antps1, S
5 1 m yr21) and 3.9% (antp0, S 5 10 m yr21) of the
present ice sheet. Relative to the standard run without
basal melting, the corresponding contributions to global
sea level rise at 2500 A.D. are, respectively, 136 cm (S
5 1 m yr21), 177 cm (S 5 3 m yr21), 1112 cm (S 5
5 m yr21), and 1144 cm (S 5 10 m yr21), and thus
generally of larger magnitude than the surface mass-
balance effect of 246 cm obtained in the standard run
(antpdyn). Also here, the effect is evident from the be-
ginning of the integration, but it lasts to between 2055
A.D. (S 5 10 m yr21) and 2345 A.D. (S 5 1 m yr21)
before the effect of basal melting is large enough to
counteract the surface mass-balance effect and cause
Antarctic ice volume to decrease relative to the back-
ground evolution.

It is worth mentioning that the sensitivity of the Ant-
arctic ice sheet to basal melting is not linear to the
applied melt rate. From Fig. 14, it can be seen that the
total retreat tends to a maximum for the highest melt
rate. The reason is simply that the ice shelf thickness

is eventually reduced to its minimum value of 10 m
allowed for in the model. This minimum value is re-
quired in the finite-difference formulation of the model
for numerical reasons (MacAyeal et al. 1996) but is
physically equivalent to a nonexisting ice shelf. In terms
of global sea level, the maximum rate of retreat in these
experiments was found to be equivalent to about 25 cm
century21. Though leading to substantial grounding-line
retreat, we tend not to interpret this as an unstable col-
lapse in the sense given to it in early papers by, for
example, Mercer (1978). It is also realized, however,
that the fast ice streams presently bordering the Ross
ice shelf (but not elsewhere) are not explicitly modeled
here and that the possibility of calving near the ground-
ing line was not considered in case the ice shelves would
disintegrate entirely. These factors could potentially
speed up the response, though views on the possible
role of ice streams and calving differ widely (e.g., Bent-
ley 1997).

Figure 15 shows the resulting ice sheet geometries in
those experiments that resulted in discernible changes
of the ice sheet extent. The figure clearly makes the
point that most of the change involves grounding-line
retreat along the Ross Sea. For the middle scenario ex-
periment with S 5 10 m yr21 (antps10) this occurs over
a maximum distance of up to 500 km. Changes in the
geometry of the east Antarctic ice sheet, on the other
hand, are hardly distinguishable on the scale of the plots
but involve a thickening of up to 100 m on the plateau
and some grounding-line retreat along the most over-
deepened outlet glaciers in the lower-right quadrant of
the plotted ice sheet (in particular Totten, Ninis, and
Mertz glaciers).

6. Conclusions

The results discussed in this paper indicate that on a
multiple-century timescale the largest contribution to
global sea level is to be expected from melting on the
Greenland ice sheet. A likely estimate for the Greenland
contribution to sea level rise is around 10 cm by the
year 2100, with the possibility of a sea level rise of
several meters by the year 3000 if greenhouse warming
conditions are sustained after that. Even if greenhouse
gas concentrations would stabilize by the early twenty-
second century, Greenland meltdown is found to be ir-
reversible for equivalent CO2 concentrations more than
twice the present value, reflecting the inertia of the sys-
tem. On all timescales, ice dynamics and the height–
mass-balance feedback were found to play a significant
role to modify the mass-balance-only effect, whereas
the present evolution of the ice sheet was small com-
pared to the response to future warming.

The results for Antarctica provided a remarkable con-
trast. Here, the background trend would dominate the
short-term (century) response and the ice-dynamic ef-
fect only becomes important on the longer term. Up to
the end of the twenty-first century, the Antarctic ice
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FIG. 15. Snapshots of Antarctic surface elevation for the experiments and times indicated in
the lower-left corner and further detailed in Table 3 and the main text. These plots demonstrate
that changes are mainly restricted to grounding-line recession in west Antarctica, whereas the east
Antarctic ice sheet is hardly affected. Contour interval is 250 m; the lowest contour is close to
the grounding line. All plots are for the middle scenario (4 3 CO2).

sheet would roughly balance the sea level contribution
of the Greenland ice sheet because increased accumu-
lation rates would dominate over any melting. On the
longer term, on the other hand, ice dynamics is found
to contribute positively to sea level rise because of in-
creased outflow into the ice shelves and grounding-line
retreat along the west Antarctic ice sheet. Both effects
were found to be quite sensitive to the basal melting
rate below the ice shelves and the effective viscosity of
the floating ice. Although basal melting rates of up to
10 m yr21 show that substantial grounding-line retreat
is certainly possible, the corresponding maximum rate
of sea level rise of 25 cm century21 produced by the
model does not, in our view, support the concept of a
catastrophic collapse or strongly unstable behavior of
the west Antarctic ice sheet.
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APPENDIX A

Description of the Ice Sheet Models

The Greenland and Antarctic ice sheet models basi-
cally solve prognostic equations for the conservation of
ice volume and heat:
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where H is the ice thickness, v the depth-averaged hor-
izontal velocity field, M the mass balance, and t the
time. The thermodynamic equation [(A2)] accounts for
vertical heat conduction, three-dimensional advection,
and heat generation by internal deformation. Here, T is
temperature, rice ice density [910 kg m23], V the three-
dimensional ice velocity, and t are the effective strain«̇
rate and effective deviatoric stress in the formulation of
the strain heating, and k and cp are temperature-depen-
dent thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of
ice, respectively. In the bedrock [(A3)], only vertical
heat conduction is considered, with krock 5 3.3 W m21

8C21, rrock 5 3300 kg m23, crock 5 1000 J kg21 8C21.
The lower boundary condition is the geothermal heat
flux of, respectively, 42 mW m22 (Greenland) and 54.6
m W m22 (Antarctica).

Grounded ice flow is assumed to result both from
internal deformation and from sliding over the bed in
those areas where the basal temperature is within 18C
from the pressure melting point. Ice deformation in the
ice sheet domain is assumed to result from shearing in
horizontal planes, and longitudinal deviatoric stresses
are disregarded. A flow law of ‘‘Glen type’’ is used with
exponent n 5 3 and a rate factor A(Tice), which depends
on temperature and obeys an Arrhenius relation,

5 mA(Tice)t n21 ,«̇ t9ij ij (A4)

where are the strain rate components related to ve-«̇ij

locity gradients by definition, the stress deviators,t9ij
and t the effective stress defined in terms of all stress
deviator components so that it is independent of the
coordinate system. Here m is an enhancement factor
that reflects the uncertainty in the rate factor and ba-
sically serves a tuning purpose.

Expressions for the horizontal velocity components
result from substituting equations for the shear stress
distribution t(z) in the flow law and integrating the re-
sult with respect to the vertical. This yields

t (z) 5 2rg(H 1 h 2 z)=(H 1 h) (A5)
nv(z) 5 22(rg) [=(H 1 h) ·=(H 1 h)]=(H 1 h)

z

n3 mA(T )(H 1 h 2 z) dz 1 v(h) (A6)E
h

H1h

vH 5 v(z) dz, (A7)E
h

where h is bed elevation.

Basal sliding increases with the third power of the
basal shear stress t :

nA t (h)slv(h) 5 2 , (A8)
Z

where Asl 5 1.8 3 10210 N23 yr21 m8 and Z accounts
for a reduced basal traction due to the pressure of sub-
glacial water,

Z 5 H if h . Hsl

Z 5 H 1 r (h 2 H )/r if h , H , (A9)w sl i sl

where rw is sea water density [1028 kg m23] and Hsl is
the sea level stand. Note that Eq. (A9) allows for in-
creased sliding for ice grounded below sea level in deep
outlet glaciers. A minimum value of 1024 m is set on
Z to avoid division by zero.

Both models are identical in their treatment of
grounded ice but differ in their treatment of the ice
margin. In the Greenland model, it is simply assumed
that all ice that borders the coastline calves away as
icebergs. As Antarctica has at present no appreciable
surface melting and is surrounded by a floating ice shelf,
migration of the grounding line is incorporated by cou-
pling the inland-ice model with a dynamic flow model
for ice shelves. In the ice shelf, the driving force is
opposed by longitudinal gradients in normal deviatoric
stresses and by lateral shearing induced by sidewalls
and ice rises. That gives rise to the solution of a coupled
set of elliptic partial differential equations to obtain the
velocity field of the ice shelf, where it is no longer
locally defined (MacAyeal et al. 1996):

] ]u ]y 1 ] ]u ]y
Hf 2 1 1 Hf 11 2 1 2[ ] [ ]]x ]x ]y 2 ]y ]y ]x

](H 1 h)
1/n5 rgH(mA(T )) (A10a)

]x

] ]y ]u 1 ] ]u ]y
Hf 2 1 1 Hf 11 2 1 2[ ] [ ]]y ]y ]x 2 ]x ]y ]x

](H 1 h)
1/n5 rgH [mA(T )] (A10b)

]y

(12n)/2n2 2 2
]u ]y 1 ]u ]y ]u ]y

f 5 1 1 1 1 ,1 2 1 2 1 2[ ]]x ]y 4 ]y ]x ]x ]y

(A10c)

where u and y are the horizontal velocity components,
and f is a term that accounts for the nonlinearity of the
flow law. The flow at the grounding line itself is treated
as a transition zone between the floating and grounded
flow regimes. Here, it is assumed that the ice sheet
approximation is still valid but that all stress compo-
nents contribute in the effective stress in the flow law.
As demonstrated in Huybrechts (1990), this approach
enables the grounding line to migrate in good agreement
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with geological reconstructions on a glacial–interglacial
timescale.

The rate factor, which is inversely proportional to the
viscosity of the ice, depends primarily on temperature
(Huybrechts and Oerlemans 1988). In the Greenland
model, the rate factor furthermore allows for different
mechanical characteristics of Holocene and ice-age ice,
the latter of which is made to deform three times faster
for the same stress and temperature conditions. The en-
hancement factor m [Eq. (A4)] was set at 4.5 for ground-
ed ice and at 1 for ice shelves. Because the temperature
field of ice shelves is strongly influenced by basal melt-
ing, which is poorly constrained, a full thermodynamic
calculation in ice shelves was not made. Instead, it is
assumed that the rate factor reflects vertically integrated
conditions and that the effective deformation tempera-
ture T* (defined as the arithmetic mean of the shelf’s
surface temperature and the freezing temperature of sea
water) follows changes in surface temperature Dt by a
time lag t*:

dT* 1 DT
5 2 T* 2 . (A11)1 2dt t* 2

From a simple one-dimensional heat flow model, it was
derived that t primarily depends on the ice thickness
squared divided by the thermal diffusivity, whereas the
magnitude of the mean ice shelf temperature change was
primarily a function of the mass balance (advection). A
value of 500 yr was adopted for t*, which is the char-
acteristic timescale for heat conduction in a shelf with
typical thickness of 500 m.

The horizontal resolution is 20 km for the Greenland
model and 40 km for the Antarctic model. The Antarctic
model has 11 layers in the vertical and the Greenland
model has 26, with the closer spacing near to the bed-
rock where the shear concentrates. Rock temperatures
are calculated down to a depth of 2.5 km, with a total
of six points that are equally spaced 500 m apart. The
finite-difference schemes are implicit in time, either al-
ternatively in the x and y directions for the mass con-
tinuity equation, or only along the vertical for the ther-
modynamic equations, and were rigorously tested within
the framework of the EISMINT Intercomparison Project
(Huybrechts et al. 1996). All spatial differences are of
second-order accuracy, including the upstream differ-
ences required to deal with the advection terms in the
thermodynamic equation.

APPENDIX B

Description of the Isostasy Model

The bedrock adjustment model consists of an elastic
plate (lithosphere) that overlies a viscous asthenosphere.
This means that the isostatic compensation not only con-
siders the load just above, but integrates the contribu-
tions from more remote locations, which gives rise to
deviations from local isostasy. The downward deflection

w created by a point load q for a floating elastic plate
is a solution of

D¹4w 5 q 2 rmgw, (B1)

where D represents the flexural rigidity [1 3 1025 N m]
and rmgw is the upward buoyancy force exerted on the
deflected part of the lithosphere inside the astheno-
sphere, with rm the mantle density (3300 kg m23). The
deflection w at a normalized distance x 5 r/Lr from the
point load can be written as

2qLrw(x) 5 kei(x), (B2)
2pD

with kei(x) a Kelvin function of zero order, r the real
distance from the load q, and Lr the so-called radius of
relative stiffness [Lr 5 (D/rmg)1/4]. A point load will
cause a depression within a distance of four times Lr

(Lr 5 130 km for a 115 km thick lithosphere). Beyond
this distance, a small bulge appears. As lithosphere de-
flection is a linear process, the total deflection at each
point is calculated as the sum of the contributions of all
the neighboring points within a distance of about five
to six times Lr (650–780 km). The loading takes into
account contributions from both ice and ocean water.

The asthenosphere responds to changes in the loading
in a damped fashion with a characteristic timescale Q
of 3000 yr:

]h 21
5 (h 2 h 1 w), (B3)0]t Q

where h0 is the undisturbed bed topography when the
load is removed and isostatic rebound is complete. The
latter treatment to accommodate for the viscous re-
sponse of the asthenosphere is preferred over the dif-
fusion approach employed in previous versions of the
model, which was characterized by an unrealistic re-
lation between the size of the load and the relaxation
time (Le Meur and Huybrechts 1996).

APPENDIX C

Description of the Mass-Balance Model

The mass-balance model has been updated with re-
spect to previous studies and is therefore described in
more detail. Central to the various mass-balance com-
ponents are parameterizations for surface temperature
derived from climatic data. For the Antarctic ice sheet,
the following relations were adopted:

TMA 5 34.46 1 g H 2 0.68775F 1 DT (C1)a sur

TMS 5 16.81 1 g H 2 0.27937F 1 DT (C2)s sur

T 5 TMA 2 (TMS 2 TMA) cos(2pt/A). (C3)monthly

And for the Greenland ice sheet,
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TMA 5 49.13 1 g H 2 0.7576F 1 DTg sur

if H $ H (C4)sur inv

TMA 5 49.13 1 g H 2 0.7576F 1 DTg inv

if H , H (C5)sur inv

H 5 20(F 2 65) (C6)inv

TMS 5 30.78 1 g H 2 0.3262F 1 DT (C7)z sur

T 5 TMA 2 (TMS 2 TMA) cos(2pt/A), (C8)monthly

where Hsur is surface elevation (m); F geographical lat-
itude (in 8 and positive in both hemispheres); DT the
applied temperature change as a function of geograph-
ical position and time produced by the climate model;
TMA the mean annual temperature, TMS summer tem-
perature, and Tmonthly mean monthly temperature, re-
spectively (8C); and ga 5 20.005 102 for Hsur , 1500
m and ga 5 20.014 285 for Hsur . 1500 m, gs 5
20.006 92, gg 5 20.007 992, gz 5 20.006 277 are
atmospheric lapse rates (8C m21). Here A is a period of
1 yr and Hinv (m) the altitude in Greenland, below which
a temperature inversion is usually observed.

The precipitation model makes a distinction between
snowfall and rainfall. The snow accumulation rate is
defined as the fraction of precipitation that falls at sur-
face temperatures below 28C:

Acc 5 (1 2 R) 3 Prec, (C9)

where R is the time fraction of the year during which
temperatures are above 28C, and Prec and Acc (both ex-
pressed in m yr21 of ice equivalent) are the precipitation
and the accumulation rate, respectively. The fraction R is
calculated with a statistic that is normally distributed and
centered on the curve of the mean daily temperature with
a standard deviation s of 58C, accounting for random
temperature fluctuations and the daily cycle:

A T 2monthly12.5s 2(T 2 T )1 monthly
R 5 exp dT dt.E E 25 6[ ]2ssÏ2p 0 2

(C10)

Precipitation in different climates are calculated as ratios
of the presently observed precipitation intensities, as
digitized from maps (Ohmura and Reeh 1991; Huy-
brechts and Oerlemans 1990). For the Antarctic, the
following procedure is adopted:

T 5 0.67T 1 88.9 (C11)inv sur

Prec[T (t)] 5 Prec[T (present)]inv inv

T T0 03 exp 22.47 25 6[ ]T (present) T (t)inv inv

2
T (present)inv3 ,5 6T (t)inv

(C12)

where Tinv (K) is the mean annual temperature above
the surface inversion layer, Tsur (K) the mean annual
surface temperature, Prec the precipitation rate (in m
yr21 of ice equivalent), and T0 5 273.16 K. This treat-
ment is based on the observation that the accumulation
rate over Antarctica appears to be well correlated with
the water vapor pressure gradient relative to the con-
densation temperature above the surface inversion layer,
as established on a glacial–interglacial timescale (Robin
1977; Lorius et al. 1985). For surface temperatures pre-
vailing over Antarctica, resulting precipitation rates are
typically doubled for a temperature rise of 108C.

Above the Greenland ice sheet a more simple param-
eterization is employed that is however inspired by the
same physical principle. Here, the presently observed
precipitation rate is prescribed to vary by a sensitivity
(1 1 s) for every degree of temperature change DT:

DTPrec(DT ) 5 Prec(0)(1 1 s) (C13)

0.05 DT $ 08C
s 5 0.05 2 0.005DT 2108C # DT # 08C

0.10 DT # 2108C,

(C14)

where Prec(0) and Prec(DT) are precipitation rates [m
yr21] for present conditions and for a temperature per-
turbation DT, respectively. The temperature dependence
of the factor (1 1 s) is a refinement with respect to
previous studies. It combines the change in precipitation
rate per degree Celsius of 5.33% found by Clausen et
al. (1988) from shallow ice cores spanning the late Ho-
locene with the 8%–9% value derived by Dahl-Jensen
et al. (1993) for the upper 2321 m of the GRIP core.
The relation adopted in (C13)–(C14) is also in better
agreement with accumulation studies conducted on the
Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 core (Kapsner et al. 1994).
For a temperature rise of 58C, precipitation rates in-
crease by 27.6%, and for a cooling of 108C, they are
reduced by 61.4%.

Following procedures successfully adopted previous-
ly (Huybrechts et al. 1991), the amount of melting is
conveniently obtained from a degree-day model. The total
amount of positive degree days (PDD) is obtained as

A1
PDD 5 E1/2s(2p) 0

T 2monthly12.5s 2(T 2 T )monthly
3 T exp dT dt,E 25 6[ ]2s0

(C15)

where s is also taken as 58C (Reeh 1991). The annual
number of positive degree days represents a melt po-
tential, which is subsequently used to melt snow and
(superimposed) ice with degree-day factors of 0.003 m
(PDD)21 and of 0.008 m (PDD)21 of ice equivalent,
respectively.
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The liquid water produced by the model (meltwater
and rain) will at first refreeze in the snowpack and pro-
duce superimposed ice. Refreezing of meltwater is an
important process on Greenland and in the Canadian
Arctic and can be expected to significantly retard runoff
on Antarctica when melting starts in a warmer climate.
In the model, the amount of refreezing depends on the
cold content of the upper ice sheet layers, which puts
an upper limit on the production of superimposed ice
[m yr21]:

(T 2 T ) 3 2m 3 cm air year p
Ice 5 . (C16)superimposed L

The maximum amount of superimposed ice is equivalent
to the latent heat released to raise the temperature of
the uppermost 2 m of the ice sheet surface from the
mean annual temperature to the melting point Tm (L:
latent heat of fusion, 3.35 3 105 J kg21; cp: specific
heat capacity of ice, 2009 J kg21 8C21). This value gives
a good fit to a number of detailed measurements reported
by Ambach (1963) (cf. Oerlemans 1991). Once this up-
per limit is reached, any additional snowmelt and/or
rainfall is assumed to run off. In this treatment, the
yearly mass balance thus becomes negative when all of
the yearly snowfall and superimposed ice, if any, has
melted away. Because of their very low surface slopes,
the model further assumes that the meltwater produced
on the surface of the Antarctic ice shelves does not run
off but refreezes in situ. The mass-balance treatment
over Antarctica and Greenland is the same for warmer
as well as for colder climates than today. The main effect
of the modifications of the mass-balance model with
respect to earlier versions (Huybrechts and Oerlemans
1990; Huybrechts et al. 1991) is to yield a higher sen-
sitivity in warmer climates, which is also more in ac-
cordance with energy-balance calculations (van de Wal
1996).

APPENDIX D

Description of the Climate and Ocean Model

The zonal mean energy-balance climate model has a
vertical and latitudinal resolution and resolves the sea-
sonal cycle. The ocean model consists of three zonally
averaged ocean basins, representing the Atlantic, Pa-
cific, and Indian Oceans, which are connected by a cir-
cumpolar ocean basin, representing the Southern Ocean.
The model has a prescribed ocean circulation and in-
cludes several parameterizations of ocean heat mixing
due to unresolved eddies. The ocean temperature fields
are affected by ocean heat mixing and by advection by
the mean flow. At the surface, the oceans exchange ra-
diative and turbulent energy with the atmosphere:

]T 1 ](ufT cosw) ](wT )oce oce oce1 1
]t rf cosw ]w ]z

1 ] ]T ] ]Toce oce5 fD cosw 1 Dh y2 1 2 1 2r f cosw ]w ]w ]z ]z

DL 1 DS 2 SH 2 LHoce oce1 , (D1)
r c dw w s

where r is the earth’s radius and f the latitude; Toce the
ocean temperature; f the fractional ocean width for each
basin separately ( f atl 1 f pac 1 f ind 5 1 2 f land); u the
meridional velocity, w the vertical velocity; z the vertical
coordinate; Dh and Dy the horizontal and vertical dif-
fusion processes, respectively; SH and LH the turbulent
sensible and latent heat fluxes at the surface, respec-
tively; DLoce and DSoce the net longwave and shortwave
radiative fluxes at the surface, respectively; rw the den-
sity of sea water; cw the specific heat capacity of sea
water; and ds the thickness of the uppermost ocean layer
(75 m). The last term on the right-hand side, which
represents the surface energy exchange with the at-
mosphere, applies to the surface layer only. The ocean
model is identical to that described by de Wolde et al.
(1995), but includes a representation of sea ice. Since
horizontal variations in sea ice extent are assumed to
affect the surface energy budget most by means of the
albedo, these are calculated as described by Bintanja
(1997). Sea ice forms with a specified thickness of 1.5
m and the formation is determined by thermodynamics
only.

In the climate model, which is identical to that used
by Bintanja (1997), the atmosphere is represented by a
vertically and zonally averaged layer of air. Fluxes of
shortwave and longwave radiation at the top and bottom
of the atmospheric layer are calculated by means of
parameterizations in terms of the solar zenith angle,
cloud amount, cloud optical depth, water vapor content,
and the amount of ozone and carbon dioxide. The ab-
sorption and reflection of solar radiation at the earth’s
surface are determined by the surface albedo of land,
ocean water, and sea ice. The radiative effects of aero-
sols are not considered. Turbulent fluxes at the surface
are determined by bulk formulas. The model is driven
by the daily mean incoming shortwave radiation at the
top of the atmosphere. The meridional heat transport is
modeled as a diffusive process in terms of the atmo-
spheric surface temperature. The meridional distribution
of the atmospheric diffusion coefficient is taken from
Harvey (1988). The ‘‘infinite wind’’ case is adopted in
the climate model to calculate the zonal heat transport
between land and ocean. This means that one effective
atmospheric layer is assumed that overlies the land as
well as the ocean part of a latitudinal band. The zonal
mean surface air temperature (Tatm) in the model is thus
calculated according to the following equation:
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]T 1 ] ]Tatm atm5 D coswa2 1 2]t r cosw ]w ]w

DL 1 DS 1 SH 1 LHatm atm1 , (D2)
Ra

where r is the earth’s radius and f the latitude; Datm the
atmospheric diffusion coefficient; SH and LH are the
sensible and latent heat fluxes at the surface, respec-
tively; DLatm and DSatm the divergence of the longwave
and shortwave radiation, respectively; and Ratm is the
atmospheric thermal inertia. The last term on the right-
hand side represents the area-weighted zonal mean val-
ues of the individual atmosphere–surface energy fluxes
above land and above the oceans.

The climate model was calibrated against the seasonal
cycle of present-day observations of surface air tem-
perature, ocean temperatures, and snow and sea ice cov-
er. The climate sensitivity of the model (defined as the
equilibrium global mean surface air temperature in-
crease due to a doubling of the CO2 concentration) is
2.28C, close to the best estimate of 2.58C based on ob-
servational evidence, on general circulation model stud-
ies and on sensitivity analyses (Kattenberg et al. 1996).
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